
T O T H O R A
T I M E  S C U L P T U R E S

THIRTEEN
“Reflections”



Dreams that come true and become sculptures, 
count the time in silence, second to second, clocks 
transformed into canvases and works, which cover 
the most impressive spaces of your home.

All the woods used are 100% natural, from countries 
with controlled logging from reforested forests, thus 
ensuring sustainability policy of our environment.

Tothora, time sculptures.



Josep Vera. Designer





“The way to measure our life,
our experiences and our memories,
an inexhaustible source that
accompanies us throughout our life 
journey”.

TIME





ENVIRONMENT

“Respecting our entire environ-
ment, so that each and every one 
of us can enjoy it, is a commitment 
of which our descendants will be 
proud of the world we leave them”.





DREAMS

“Everything we would like
to see realized, an idea, a profes-
sion, a trip...”.





INSPIRATION

“Letting ourselves be carried away 
by our ability to observe is essen-
tial, traveling, reading, listening, 
enjoying the theater, the cinema ...
... can be decisive”.





IDEAS

“They are the result of thinking and 
creating essential or material needs”.





DESIGN

“It is the summary of the dream,
the idea, the inspiration and the 
creation”.





TOOLS

“They allow us to mold all mate-
rials to make any object come true
and at the same time make our 
work easier”.





WORK

“With it we help to materialize 
everything that man is capable
of creating”.





PRECISION

“The talent that defines the way
to make different objects almost
perfect”.





FINISHES

“It is the definition of a job well 
done and that allows us to assess 
its value much more”.





HANDMADE

“The way an object is made
by hand will determine
its personality and also
its recognition as a work of art”.





CREATION

“Having an idea is not enough, 
we must make it come true”.





ART

“Making our dreams and
creations come true is essential 
for talent to be recognized”.
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